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I
(Information)

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
COUNCIL
COMMISSION

INTERINSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT
between the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission on budgetary discipline and
sound financial management
(2006/C 139/01)
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
UNION AND THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

hereinafter referred to as the ‘institutions’,

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

1. The purpose of this Agreement is to implement budgetary
discipline and to improve the functioning of the annual
budgetary procedure and cooperation between the institutions on budgetary matters as well as to ensure sound
financial management.
2. Budgetary discipline under this Agreement covers all
expenditure. It is binding on all the institutions for as long
as this Agreement is in force.
3. This Agreement does not alter the respective budgetary
powers of the institutions, as laid down in the Treaties.
Where reference is made to this Point, the Council will act
by a qualified majority and the European Parliament by a
majority of its members and three fifths of the votes cast,
in compliance with the voting rules laid down in the fifth
subparagraph of Article 272(9) of the Treaty establishing
the European Community (hereinafter referred to as the
‘EC Treaty’).
4. Should a Treaty revision with budgetary implications
occur during the multiannual financial framework 2007
to 2013 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the financial framework’), the necessary adjustments will be made accordingly.

5. Any amendment of this Agreement requires the consent
of all the institutions. Changes to the financial framework
must be made in accordance with the procedures laid
down for that purpose in this Agreement.
6. This Agreement is in three parts:
— Part I contains a definition and implementing provisions for the financial framework and applies for the
duration of that financial framework.
— Part II relates to improvement of interinstitutional
collaboration during the budgetary procedure.
— Part III contains provisions related to sound financial
management of EU funds.
7. The Commission will, whenever it considers it necessary
and in any event at the same time as it presents a proposal
for a new financial framework pursuant to Point 30,
submit a report on the application of this Agreement,
accompanied where necessary by a proposal for amendments.
8. This Agreement enters into force on 1 January 2007 and
replaces:
— the Interinstitutional Agreement of 6 May 1999
between the European Parliament, the Council and the
Commission on budgetary discipline and improvement
of the budgetary procedure (1),
(1) OJ C 172, 18.6.1999, p. 1.
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— the Interinstitutional Agreement of 7 November 2002
between the European Parliament, the Council and the
Commission on the financing of the European Union
Solidarity Fund supplementing the Interinstitutional
Agreement of 6 May 1999 on budgetary discipline
and improvement of the budgetary procedure (1).

PART I — FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK
DEFINITION AND IMPLEMENTING PROVISIONS

A. Contents and scope of the financial framework
9. The financial framework is set out in Annex I. It constitutes the reference framework for interinstitutional
budgetary discipline.
10. The financial framework is intended to ensure that, in the
medium term, European Union expenditure, broken down
by broad category, develops in an orderly manner and
within the limits of own resources.
11. The financial framework establishes, for each of the years
2007 to 2013 and for each heading or subheading,
amounts of expenditure in terms of appropriations for
commitments. Overall annual totals of expenditure are
also shown in terms of both appropriations for commitments and appropriations for payments.
All those amounts are expressed in 2004 prices.
The financial framework does not take account of budget
items financed by revenue earmarked within the meaning
of Article 18 of the Financial Regulation of 25 June 2002
applicable to the general budget of the European Communities (2), hereinafter referred to as the ‘Financial Regulation’
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for non-compulsory expenditure deriving from the
budgets established within the ceilings set by the financial
framework for its entire duration.
Except in sub-heading 1B ‘Cohesion for growth and
employment’ of the financial framework, for the purposes
of sound financial management, the institutions will
ensure as far as possible during the budgetary procedure
and at the time of the budget's adoption that sufficient
margins are left available beneath the ceilings for the
various headings.
14. No act adopted under the codecision procedure by the
European Parliament and the Council nor any act adopted
by the Council which involves exceeding the appropriations available in the budget or the allocations available in
the financial framework in accordance with Point 12 may
be implemented in financial terms until the budget has
been amended and, if necessary, the financial framework
has been appropriately revised in accordance with the
relevant procedure for each of these cases.
15. For each of the years covered by the financial framework,
the total appropriations for payments required, after
annual adjustment and taking account of any other adjustments or revisions, must not be such as to produce a callin rate for own resources that exceeds the own resources
ceiling.
If need be, the two arms of the budgetary authority will
decide, in accordance with Point 3, to lower the ceilings
set in the financial framework in order to ensure compliance with the own resources ceiling.

B. Annual adjustments of the financial framework
Technical adjustments

Information relating to operations not included in the
general budget of the European Union and the foreseeable
development of the various categories of Community own
resources is set out, by way of indication, in separate
tables. This information will be updated annually when
the technical adjustment is made to the financial framework.
12. The institutions acknowledge that each of the absolute
amounts shown in the financial framework represents an
annual ceiling on expenditure under the general budget of
the European Union. Without prejudice to any changes in
those ceilings in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement, the institutions undertake to use their respective powers in such a way as to comply with the various
annual expenditure ceilings during each budgetary procedure and when implementing the budget for the year
concerned.
13. By concluding this Agreement, the two arms of the
budgetary authority agree to accept the rates of increase
(1) OJ C 283, 20.11.2002, p. 1.
(2) OJ L 248, 16.9.2002, p. 1.

16. Each year the Commission, acting ahead of the budgetary
procedure for year n+1, will make the following technical
adjustments to the financial framework:
(a) revaluation, at year n+1 prices, of the ceilings and of
the overall figures for appropriations for commitments
and appropriations for payments;
(b) calculation of the margin available under the own
resources ceiling.
The Commission will make those technical adjustments
on the basis of a fixed deflator of 2 % a year.
The results of those technical adjustments and the underlying economic forecasts will be communicated to the two
arms of the budgetary authority.
No further technical adjustments will be made in respect
of the year concerned, either during the year or as ex-post
corrections during subsequent years.
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17. In its technical adjustment for the year 2011, if it is established that any Member State's cumulated GDP for the
years 2007-2009 has diverged by more than +/- 5 %
from the cumulated GDP estimated when drawing up this
Agreement, the Commission will adjust the amounts allocated from funds supporting cohesion to the Member
State concerned for that period. The total net effect,
whether positive or negative, of those adjustments may
not exceed EUR 3 billion. If the net effect is positive, total
additional resources shall be limited to the level of underspending against the ceilings for sub-heading 1B for the
years 2007-2010. The required adjustments will be spread
in equal proportions over the years 2011-2013 and the
corresponding ceilings will be modified accordingly.

Adjustments connected with implementation
18. When notifying the two arms of the budgetary authority
of the technical adjustments to the financial framework,
the Commission will present any proposals for adjustments to the total appropriations for payments which it
considers necessary, in the light of implementation, to
ensure an orderly progression in relation to the appropriations for commitments. The European Parliament and the
Council will take decisions on those proposals before 1
May of year n, in accordance with Point 3.

Updating of forecasts for payment appropriations after 2013
19. In 2010, the Commission will update the forecasts for
payment appropriations after 2013. That update will take
into account the real implementation of budget appropriations for commitments and budget appropriations for
payments, as well as the implementation forecasts. It will
also consider the rules defined to ensure that payment
appropriations develop in an orderly manner compared to
commitment appropriations and the growth forecasts of
the European Union Gross National Income (GNI).

Adjustments connected with excessive government deficit
20. In the case of the lifting of a suspension of budgetary
commitments concerning the Cohesion Fund in the
context of an excessive government deficit procedure, the
Council, on a proposal from the Commission and in
compliance with the relevant basic act, will decide on a
transfer of suspended commitments to the following
years. Suspended commitments of year n cannot be rebudgeted beyond year n+2.

C. Revision of the financial framework
21. In addition to the regular technical adjustments and
adjustments in line with the conditions of implementation,
in the event of unforeseen circumstances the financial
framework may, on a proposal from the Commission, be
revised in compliance with the own resources ceiling.
22. As a general rule, any proposal for revision under Point
21 must be presented and adopted before the start of the
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budgetary procedure for the year or the first of the years
concerned.
Any decision to revise the financial framework by up to
0,03 % of the European Union GNI within the margin for
unforeseen expenditure will be taken jointly by the two
arms of the budgetary authority acting in accordance with
Point 3.
Any revision of the financial framework above 0,03 % of
the European Union GNI within the margin for unforeseen expenditure will be taken jointly by the two arms of
the budgetary authority, with the Council acting unanimously.
23. Without prejudice to Point 40, the institutions will
examine the scope for reallocating expenditure between
the programmes covered by the heading concerned by the
revision, with particular reference to any expected underutilisation of appropriations. The objective should be that
a significant amount, in absolute terms and as a percentage of the new expenditure planned, should be within the
existing ceiling for the heading.
The institutions will examine the scope for offsetting any
raising of the ceiling for one heading by the lowering of
the ceiling for another.
Any revision of the compulsory expenditure in the financial framework must not lead to a reduction in the
amount available for non-compulsory expenditure.
Any revision must maintain an appropriate relationship
between commitments and payments.

D. Consequences of the absence of a joint decision on the
adjustment or revision of the financial framework
24. If the European Parliament and the Council fail to agree
on any adjustment or revision of the financial framework
proposed by the Commission, the amounts set previously
will, after the annual technical adjustment, continue to
apply as the expenditure ceilings for the year in question.

E. Emergency Aid Reserve
25. The Emergency Aid Reserve is intended to allow a rapid
response to the specific aid requirements of third countries
following events which could not be foreseen when the
budget was established, first and foremost for humanitarian operations, but also for civil crisis management and
protection where circumstances so require. The annual
amount of the Reserve is fixed at EUR 221 million for the
duration of the financial framework, in constant prices.
The Reserve is entered in the general budget of the European Union as a provision. The corresponding commitment appropriations will be entered in the budget, if
necessary, over and above the ceilings laid down in
Annex I.
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When the Commission considers that the Reserve needs
to be called on, it will present to the two arms of the
budgetary authority a proposal for a transfer from the
Reserve to the corresponding budgetary lines.
Any Commission proposal for a transfer to draw on the
Reserve must, however, be preceded by an examination of
the scope for reallocating appropriations.
At the same time as it presents its proposal for a transfer,
the Commission will initiate a trilogue procedure, if necessary in a simplified form, to secure agreement of the two
arms of the budgetary authority on the need to use the
Reserve and on the amount required. The transfers will be
made in accordance with Article 26 of the Financial Regulation.

F. European Union Solidarity Fund
26. The European Union Solidarity Fund is intended to allow
rapid financial assistance in the event of major disasters
occurring on the territory of a Member State or of a
candidate country, as defined in the relevant basic act.
There will be a ceiling on the annual amount available for
the Fund of EUR 1 billion (current prices). On 1 October
each year, at least one quarter of the annual amount will
remain available in order to cover needs arising until the
end of the year. The portion of the annual amount not
entered in the budget may not be rolled over in the
following years.
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agreement of the two arms of the budgetary authority on
the need to use the Fund and on the amount required.

G. Flexibility Instrument
27. The Flexibility Instrument with an annual ceiling of
EUR 200 million (current prices) is intended to allow the
financing, for a given financial year and up to the amount
indicated, of clearly identified expenditure which could
not be financed within the limits of the ceilings available
for one or more other headings.
The portion of the annual amount which is not used may
be carried over up to year n+2. If the Flexibility Instrument is mobilised, any carryovers will be drawn on first,
in order of age. The portion of the annual amount from
year n which is not used in year n+2 will lapse.
The Commission will make a proposal for the Flexibility
Instrument to be used after it has examined all possibilities
for re-allocating appropriations under the heading
requiring additional expenditure.
The proposal will concern the principle of making use of
the Flexibility Instrument and will identify the needs to be
covered and the amount. It may be presented, for any
given financial year, during the budgetary procedure. The
Commission proposal will be included in the preliminary
draft budget or accompanied, in accordance with the
Financial Regulation, by the appropriate budgetary instrument.

In exceptional cases and if the remaining financial
resources available in the Fund in the year of occurrence
of the disaster, as defined in the relevant basic act, are not
sufficient to cover the amount of assistance considered
necessary by the budgetary authority, the Commission
may propose that the difference be financed through the
annual amounts available for the following year. The
annual amount of the Fund to be budgeted in each year
may not, under any circumstances, exceed EUR 1 billion.

The decision to deploy the Flexibility Instrument will be
taken jointly by the two arms of the budgetary authority
in accordance with Point 3. Agreement will be reached by
means of the conciliation procedure provided for in
Annex II, Part C.

When the conditions for mobilising the Fund as set out in
the relevant basic act are met, the Commission will make
a proposal to deploy it. Where there is scope for reallocating appropriations under the heading requiring additional expenditure, the Commission shall take this into
account when making the necessary proposal, in accordance with the Financial Regulation, by means of the
appropriate budgetary instrument. The decision to deploy
the Fund will be taken jointly by the two arms of the
budgetary authority in accordance with Point 3.

28. The European Globalisation Adjustment Fund is intended
to provide additional support for workers who suffer from
the consequences of major structural changes in world
trade patterns, to assist them with their reintegration into
the labour market.

The corresponding commitment appropriations will be
entered in the budget, if necessary, over and above the
ceilings of the relevant headings laid down in Annex I.
At the same time as it presents its proposal for a decision
to deploy the Fund, the Commission will initiate a trilogue
procedure, if necessary in a simplified form, to secure

H. European Globalisation Adjustment Fund

The Fund may not exceed a maximum annual amount of
EUR 500 million (current prices) which can be drawn
from any margin existing under the global expenditure
ceiling of the previous year, and/or from cancelled
commitment appropriations from the previous two years,
excluding those related to heading 1B of the financial
framework.
The appropriations will be entered in the general budget
of the European Union as a provision through the normal
budgetary procedure as soon as the Commission has identified the sufficient margins and/or cancelled commitments, in accordance with the second paragraph.
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When the conditions for mobilising the Fund, as set out
in the relevant basic act, are met, the Commission will
make a proposal to deploy it. The decision to deploy the
Fund will be taken jointly by the two arms of the
budgetary authority in accordance with Point 3.
At the same time as it presents its proposal for a decision
to deploy the Fund, the Commission will initiate a trilogue
procedure, if necessary in a simplified form, to secure
agreement of the two arms of the budgetary authority on
the need to use the Fund and on the amount required, and
will present to the two arms of the budgetary authority a
proposal for a transfer to the relevant budgetary lines.
Transfers related to the Fund will be made in accordance
with Article 24(4) of the Financial Regulation.
The corresponding commitment appropriations will be
entered in the budget under the relevant heading, if necessary over and above the ceilings laid down in Annex I.

I. Adjustment of the financial framework to cater for
enlargement
29. If new Member States accede to the European Union
during the period covered by the financial framework, the
European Parliament and the Council, acting on a
proposal from the Commission and in accordance with
Point 3, will jointly adjust the financial framework to take
account of the expenditure requirements resulting from
the outcome of the accession negotiations.

J. Duration of the financial framework and consequences
of the absence of a financial framework
30. Before 1 July 2011, the Commission will present proposals for a new medium-term financial framework.
Should the two arms of the budgetary authority fail to
agree on a new financial framework, and unless the
existing financial framework is expressly terminated by
one of the institutions, the ceilings for the last year
covered by the existing financial framework will be
adjusted in accordance with Point 16 so that the 2013
ceilings are maintained in constant prices. If new Member
States accede to the European Union after 2013, and if
deemed necessary, the extended financial framework will
be adjusted in order to take into account the results of
accession negotiations.

PART II
IMPROVEMENT OF INTERINSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION
DURING THE BUDGETARY PROCEDURE

A. The interinstitutional collaboration procedure
31. The institutions agree to set up a procedure for interinstitutional collaboration in budgetary matters. The details of
this collaboration are set out in Annex II.
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B. Establishment of the budget
32. The Commission will present each year a preliminary
draft budget showing the Community's actual financing
requirements.
It will take into account:
(a) forecasts in relation to the Structural Funds provided
by the Member States,
(b) the capacity for utilising appropriations, endeavouring
to maintain a strict relationship between appropriations for commitments and appropriations for
payments,
(c) the possibilities for starting up new policies through
pilot projects and/or new preparatory actions or continuing multiannual actions which are coming to an
end, after assessing whether it will be possible to
secure a basic act, within the meaning of Article 49 of
the Financial Regulation (definition of a basic act,
necessity of a basic act for implementation and exceptions),
(d) the need to ensure that any change in expenditure in
relation to the previous year is in accordance with the
constraints of budgetary discipline.
The preliminary draft budget will be accompanied by
Activity Statements including such information as required
under Article 27(3) and Article 33(2)(d) of the Financial
Regulation (objectives, indicators and evaluation information).
33. The institutions will, as far as possible, avoid entering
items in the budget involving insignificant amounts of
expenditure on operations.
The two arms of the budgetary authority also undertake
to bear in mind the assessment of the possibilities for
implementing the budget made by the Commission in its
preliminary drafts and in connection with implementation
of the current budget.
Before the Council's second reading, the Commission will
send a letter to the Chairman of the European Parliament's
Committee on Budgets, with a copy to the other arm of
the budgetary authority, containing its comments on the
executability of the amendments to the draft budget
adopted by the European Parliament at first reading.
The two arms of the budgetary authority will take those
comments into account in the context of the conciliation
procedure provided for in Annex II, Part C.
In the interest of sound financial management and owing
to the effect of major changes in the budget nomenclature
in the titles and chapters on the management reporting
responsibilities of Commission departments, the two arms
of the budgetary authority undertake to discuss any such
major changes with the Commission during the conciliation procedure.
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C. Classification of expenditure
34. The institutions consider compulsory expenditure to be
expenditure necessarily resulting from the Treaties or
from acts adopted in accordance therewith.
35. The preliminary draft budget is to contain a proposal for
the classification of each new budget item and of each
budget item with an amended legal base.
If they do not accept the classification proposed in the
preliminary draft budget, the European Parliament and the
Council will examine the classification of the budget item
concerned on the basis of Annex III. Agreement will be
sought by means of the conciliation procedure provided
for in Annex II, Part C.

D. Maximum rate of increase of non-compulsory expenditure in the absence of a financial framework
36. Without prejudice to the first paragraph of Point 13, the
institutions agree on the following provisions:
(a) the European Parliament's autonomous margin for
manoeuvre for the purposes of the fourth subparagraph of Article 272(9) of the EC Treaty — which
is to be half the maximum rate — applies as from the
establishment of the draft budget by the Council at
first reading, including any letters of amendment.
The maximum rate is to be observed in respect of the
annual budget, including amending budgets. Without
prejudice to the setting of a new rate, any portion of
the maximum rate which has not been utilised will
remain available for use and may be used when draft
amending budgets are considered;
(b) without prejudice to paragraph (a), if it appears in the
course of the budgetary procedure that completion of
the procedure might require agreement on the setting
of a new rate of increase for non-compulsory expenditure to apply to appropriations for payments and/or a
new rate to apply to appropriations for commitments
(the latter rate may be at a level different from the
former), the institutions will endeavour to secure
agreement between the two arms of the budgetary
authority by means of the conciliation procedure
provided for in Annex II, Part C.

E. Incorporation of financial provisions in legislative acts
37. Each legislative act concerning a multiannual programme
adopted under the codecision procedure will contain a
provision in which the legislative authority lays down the
financial envelope for the programme.
That amount will constitute the prime reference for the
budgetary authority during the annual budgetary procedure.
The budgetary authority and the Commission, when it
draws up the preliminary draft budget, undertake not to
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depart by more than 5 % from that amount for the entire
duration of the programme concerned, unless new, objective, long-term circumstances arise for which explicit and
precise reasons are given, with account being taken of the
results obtained from implementing the programme, in
particular on the basis of assessments. Any increase
resulting from such variation must remain within the
existing ceiling for the heading concerned, without prejudice to the use of instruments mentioned in this Agreement.
This Point does not apply to appropriations for cohesion
adopted under the codecision procedure and pre-allocated
by Member States which contain a financial envelope for
the entire duration of the programme.
38. Legislative acts concerning multiannual programmes not
subject to the codecision procedure will not contain an
‘amount deemed necessary’.
Should the Council wish to include a financial reference,
this will be taken as illustrating the will of the legislative
authority and will not affect the powers of the budgetary
authority as defined by the EC Treaty. This provision will
be mentioned in all legislative acts which include such a
financial reference.
If the amount concerned has been the subject of an agreement pursuant to the conciliation procedure provided for
in the Joint Declaration of the European Parliament, the
Council and the Commission of 4 March 1975 (1), it will
be considered a reference amount within the meaning of
Point 37 of this Agreement.
39. The financial statement provided for in Article 28 of the
Financial Regulation will reflect in financial terms the
objectives of the proposed programme and include a schedule covering the duration of the programme. It will be
revised, where necessary, when the preliminary draft
budget is drawn up, taking account of the extent of implementation of the programme. The revised statement will
be forwarded to the budgetary authority when the preliminary draft budget is presented and after the budget is
adopted.
40. Within the maximum rates of increase for non-compulsory expenditure specified in the first paragraph of Point
13, the two arms of the budgetary authority undertake to
respect the allocations of commitment appropriations
provided for in the relevant basic acts for structural operations, rural development and the European Fund for fisheries.

F. Expenditure relating to fisheries agreements
41. The institutions agree to finance expenditure on fisheries
agreements in accordance with the arrangements set out
in Annex IV.
(1) OJ C 89, 22.4.1975, p. 1.
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G. Financing of the common foreign and security policy
(CFSP)

mentioned in the third indent may not exceed 20 % of the
overall amount of the CFSP budget chapter.

42. As regards CFSP expenditure which is charged to the
general budget of the European Communities in accordance with Article 28 of the Treaty on European Union,
the institutions will endeavour, in the conciliation procedure provided for in Annex II, Part C, and on the basis of
the preliminary draft budget established by the Commission, to secure agreement each year on the amount of the
operating expenditure to be charged to the Community
budget and on the distribution of this amount between
the articles of the CFSP budget chapter suggested in the
fourth paragraph of this Point. In the absence of agreement, it is understood that the European Parliament and
the Council will enter in the budget the amount contained
in the previous budget or the amount proposed in the
preliminary draft budget, whichever is the lower.

43. Each year, the Council Presidency will consult the European Parliament on a forward-looking Council document,
which will be transmitted by June 15 for the year in question, setting out the main aspects and basic choices of the
CFSP, including the financial implications for the general
budget of the European Union and an evaluation of the
measures launched in the year n-1. Furthermore, the
Council Presidency will keep the European Parliament
informed by holding joint consultation meetings at least
five times a year, in the framework of the regular political
dialogue on the CFSP, to be agreed at the latest at the
conciliation meeting to be held before the Council's
second reading. Participation in these meetings shall be as
follows:

The total amount of operating CFSP expenditure will be
entered entirely in one budget chapter (CFSP) and distributed between the articles of that chapter as suggested in
the fourth paragraph of this Point. That amount is to
cover the real predictable needs, assessed in the framework
of the establishment of the preliminary draft budget, on
the basis of forecasts drawn up annually by the Council,
and a reasonable margin for unforeseen actions. No funds
will be entered in a reserve. Each article will cover instruments already adopted, instruments which are foreseen
but not yet adopted and all future — that is unforeseen —
instruments to be adopted by the Council during the
financial year concerned.
Since, under the Financial Regulation, the Commission has
the authority to transfer appropriations autonomously
between articles within the CFSP budget chapter, the flexibility deemed necessary for speedy implementation of
CFSP actions will accordingly be assured. In the event of
the amount of the CFSP budget chapter during the financial year being insufficient to cover the necessary
expenses, the European Parliament and the Council will
seek a solution as a matter of urgency, on a proposal from
the Commission, taking into account Point 25.

— European Parliament: the bureaux of the two Committees concerned,
— Council: Ambassador (Chairman of the Political and
Security Committee),
— The Commission will be associated and participate at
these meetings.
Whenever it adopts a decision in the field of the CFSP
entailing expenditure, the Council will immediately, and in
any event no later than five working days following the
final decision, send the European Parliament an estimate
of the costs envisaged (‘financial statement’), in particular
those regarding time-frame, staff employed, use of
premises and other infrastructure, transport facilities,
training requirements and security arrangements.
Once a quarter the Commission will inform the budgetary
authority about the implementation of CFSP actions and
the financial forecasts for the remaining period of the
year.

PART III
SOUND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF EU FUNDS

Within the CFSP budget chapter, the articles into which
the CFSP actions are to be entered could read along the
following lines:
— crisis management operations, conflict prevention,
resolution and stabilisation, monitoring and implementation of peace and security processes,
— non-proliferation and disarmament,
— emergency measures,
— preparatory and follow-up measures,
— European Union Special Representatives.
The institutions agree that at least EUR 1 740 million will
be available for the CFSP over the period 2007-2013 and
that the amount for measures entered under the article

A. Ensuring effective and integrated internal control of
Community funds
44. The institutions agree on the importance of strengthening
internal control without adding to the administrative
burden for which the simplification of the underlying
legislation is a prerequisite. In this context, priority will be
given to sound financial management aiming at a positive
Statement of Assurance, for funds under shared management. Provisions to this end could be laid down, as appropriate, in the basic legislative acts concerned. As part of
their enhanced responsibilities for structural funds and in
accordance with national constitutional requirements, the
relevant audit authorities in Member States will produce
an assessment concerning the compliance of management
and control systems with the regulations of the Community.
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Member States therefore undertake to produce an annual
summary at the appropriate national level of the available
audits and declarations.

B. Financial Regulation
45. The institutions agree that this Agreement and the budget
will be implemented in a context of sound financial
management based on the principles of economy, efficiency, effectiveness, protection of financial interests,
proportionality of administrative costs, and user-friendly
procedures. The institutions will take appropriate
measures, in particular in the Financial Regulation, that
should be adopted in accordance with the conciliation
procedure established by the Joint Declaration of the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission of
4 March 1975, in the spirit which enabled agreement in
2002.

C. Financial Programming
46. The Commission will submit twice a year, the first time in
May/June (together with the documents accompanying the
preliminary draft budget) and the second time in
December/January (after the adoption of the budget), a
complete financial programming for Headings 1A, 2 (for
environment and fisheries), 3A, 3B and 4 of the financial
framework. This document, structured by heading, policy
area and budget line, should identify:
(a) the legislation in force, with a distinction being drawn
between multiannual programmes and annual actions:
— for multiannual programmes the Commission
should indicate the procedure under which they
were adopted (codecision and consultation), their
duration, the reference amounts, the share allocated to administrative expenditure;
— for annual actions (pilot projects, preparatory
actions, Agencies) and actions financed under the
prerogatives of the Commission, the Commission
should provide multiannual estimates and (for
pilot projects and preparatory actions) the margins
left under the authorised ceilings fixed in Annex II,
Part D;
(b) pending legislative proposals: ongoing Commission
proposals referenced by budget line (lower level),
chapter and policy area. A mechanism should be
found to update the tables each time a new proposal
is adopted in order to evaluate the financial consequences.
The Commission should consider ways of cross-referencing the financial programming with its legislative
programming to provide more precise and reliable forecasts. For each legislative proposal, the Commission
should indicate whether or not it is included in the MayDecember programme. The budgetary authority should in
particular be informed of:
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(a) all new legislative acts adopted but not included in the
May-December document (with the corresponding
amounts);
(b) all pending legislative proposals presented but not
included in the May-December document (with the
corresponding amounts);
(c) legislation foreseen in the Commission's annual legislative work programme with an indication of actions
likely to have a financial impact (yes/no).
Whenever necessary, the Commission should indicate the
reprogramming entailed by new legislative proposals.
On the basis of the data supplied by the Commission,
stocktaking should be carried out at each trilogue as
provided for in this Agreement.

D. Agencies and European Schools
47. When drawing up its proposal for the creation of any new
agency, the Commission will assess the budgetary implications for the expenditure heading concerned. On the basis
of that information and without prejudice to the legislative
procedures governing the setting up of the agency, the
two arms of the budgetary authority commit themselves,
in the framework of budgetary cooperation, to arrive at a
timely agreement on the financing of the agency.
A similar procedure is to be applied when the creation of
a new European school is envisaged.

E. Adjustment of Structural Funds, Cohesion Fund, Rural
Development and the European Fund for Fisheries in
the light of the circumstances of their implementation
48. In the event of the adoption after 1 January 2007 of new
rules or programmes governing the Structural Funds, the
Cohesion Fund, Rural Development and the European
Fund for Fisheries, the two arms of the budgetary
authority undertake to authorise, on a proposal from the
Commission, the transfer to subsequent years, in excess of
the corresponding expenditure ceilings, of allocations not
used in 2007.
The European Parliament and the Council will take decisions on Commission proposals concerning the transfer of
unused allocations for the year 2007 before 1 May 2008,
in accordance with Point 3.

F. New financial instruments
49. The institutions agree that the introduction of co-financing mechanisms is necessary to reinforce the leverage
effect of the European Union budget by increasing the
funding incentive.
They agree to encourage the development of appropriate
multiannual financial instruments acting as catalysts for
public and private investors.
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When presenting the preliminary draft budget, the Commission will report to the budgetary authority on
the activities financed by the European Investment Bank, the European Investment Fund and the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development to support investment in research and development, transEuropean networks and small and medium-sized enterprises.
Done at Strasbourg, 17 May 2006.
For the European Parliament

For the Council

For the Commission

The President

The President

D. GRYBAUSKAITĖ

J. BORRELL FONTELLES

W. SCHÜSSEL

Member of the Commission
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ANNEX I
Financial Framework 2007-2013
(EUR million — 2004 prices)
Commitment appropriations

2008

2009

51 267

52 415

53 616

54 294

55 368

56 876

58 303

382 139

8 404

9 097

9 754

10 434

11 295

12 153

12 961

74 098

42 863

43 318

43 862

43 860

44 073

44 723

45 342

308 041

2. Preservation and Management of Natural
Resources

54 985

54 322

53 666

53 035

52 400

51 775

51 161

371 344

of which: market related expenditure and
direct payments

43 120

42 697

42 279

41 864

41 453

41 047

40 645

293 105

1 199

1 258

1 380

1 503

1 645

1 797

1 988

10 770

3a. Freedom, Security and Justice

600

690

790

910

1 050

1 200

1 390

6 630

3b. Citizenship

599

568

590

593

595

597

598

4 140

4. EU as a global player

6 199

6 469

6 739

7 009

7 339

7 679

8 029

49 463

5. Administration (1)

6 633

6 818

6 973

7 111

7 255

7 400

7 610

49 800

419

191

190

Total commitment appropriations

120 702

121 473

122 564

122 952

124 007

125 527

127 091

864 316

as a percentage of GNI

1,10 %

1,08 %

1,07 %

1,04 %

1,03 %

1,02 %

1,01 %

1,048 %

Total payment appropriations

116 650

119 620

111 990

118 280

115 860

119 410

118 970

820 780

as a percentage of GNI

1,06 %

1,06 %

0,97 %

1,00 %

0,96 %

0,97 %

0,94 %

1,00 %

Margin available

0,18 %

0,18 %

0,27 %

0,24 %

0,28 %

0,27 %

0,30 %

0,24 %

Own Resources Ceiling as a percentage of GNI

1,24 %

1,24 %

1,24 %

1,24 %

1,24 %

1,24 %

1,24 %

1,24 %

1. Sustainable Growth
1a Competitiveness
Employment

for

Growth

and

1b Cohesion for Growth and Employment

3. Citizenship,
justice

freedom,

security

and

6. Compensations

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total
2007-2013

2007

800

(1) The expenditure on pensions included under the ceiling for this heading is calculated net of the staff contributions to the relevant scheme, within the limit of EUR 500
million at 2004 prices for the period 2007-2013.
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ANNEX II
Interinstitutional collaboration in the budgetary sector

A. After the technical adjustment of the financial framework for the forthcoming financial year, taking into account the
Annual Policy Strategy presented by the Commission and prior to its decision on the preliminary draft budget, a
meeting of the trilogue will be convened to discuss the possible priorities for the budget of that year. Due account
will be taken of the institutions' powers as well as the foreseeable development of the needs for the financial year to
come and for the following years covered by the financial framework. Account will also be taken of new elements
which have arisen since the establishment of the initial financial framework and which are likely to have a significant
and lasting financial impact on the budget of the European Union.
B. As regards compulsory expenditure, the Commission, in presenting its preliminary draft budget, will identify:
(a) appropriations connected with new or planned legislation;
(b) appropriations arising from the application of legislation existing when the previous budget was adopted.
The Commission will make a careful estimate of the financial implications of the Community's obligations based on
the rules. If necessary, it will update its estimates in the course of the budgetary procedure. It will supply the
budgetary authority with all the duly justified reasons it may require.
If it considers it necessary, the Commission may present to the two arms of the budgetary authority an ad hoc letter
of amendment to update the figures underlying the estimate of agricultural expenditure in the preliminary draft
budget and/or to correct, on the basis of the most recent information available concerning fisheries agreements in
force on 1 January of the financial year concerned, the amounts and their breakdown between the appropriations
entered in the operational items for international fisheries agreements and those entered in reserve.
That letter of amendment must be sent to the budgetary authority before the end of October.
If it is presented to the Council less than one month before the European Parliament's first reading, the Council will,
as a rule, consider the ad hoc letter of amendment when giving the draft budget its second reading.
As a consequence, before the Council's second reading of the budget, the two arms of the budgetary authority will
try to meet the conditions necessary for the letter of amendment to be adopted on a single reading by each of the
institutions concerned.
C. 1. A conciliation procedure is set up for all expenditure.
2. The purpose of the conciliation procedure is to:
(a) continue discussions on the general trend of expenditure and, in this framework, on the broad lines of the
budget for the coming year in the light of the Commission's preliminary draft budget;
(b) secure agreement between the two arms of the budgetary authority on:
— the appropriations referred to in Points (a) and (b) of Part B, including those proposed in the ad hoc letter
of amendment referred to that Part,
— the amounts to be entered in the budget for non-compulsory expenditure, in accordance with Point 40 of
this Agreement, and
— in particular, matters for which reference to this procedure is made in this Agreement.
3. The procedure will begin with a trilogue meeting convened in time to allow the institutions to seek an agreement
by no later than the date set by the Council for establishing its draft budget.
There will be conciliation on the results of this trilogue between the Council and a European Parliament delegation, with the Commission also taking part.
Unless decided otherwise during the trilogue, the conciliation meeting will be held at the traditional meeting
between the same participants on the date set by the Council for establishing the draft budget.
4. If necessary, a new trilogue meeting could be held before the European Parliament's first reading on a written
proposal by the Commission or a written request by either the chairman of the European Parliament's Committee
on Budgets or the President of the Council (Budgets). The decision whether to hold this trilogue will be agreed
between the institutions after the adoption of the Council draft budget and prior to the vote on the amendments
at first reading by the European Parliament's Committee on Budgets.
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5. The institutions will continue the conciliation after the first reading of the budget by each of the two arms of the
budgetary authority in order to secure agreement on compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure and, in particular, to discuss the ad hoc letter of amendment referred to in Part B.
A trilogue meeting will be held for this purpose after the European Parliament's first reading.
The results of the trilogue will be discussed at a second conciliation meeting to be held on the day of the Council's
second reading.
If necessary, the institutions will continue their discussions on non-compulsory expenditure after the Council's
second reading.
6. At those trilogue meetings, the institutions' delegations will be led by the President of the Council (Budgets), the
Chairman of the European Parliament Committee's on Budgets and the Member of the Commission responsible
for the budget.
7. Each arm of the budgetary authority will take whatever steps are required to ensure that the results which may be
secured in the conciliation process are respected throughout the budgetary procedure.
D. In order for the Commission to be able to assess in due time the implementability of amendments envisaged by the
budgetary authority which create new preparatory actions/pilot projects or prolong existing ones, both arms of the
budgetary authority will inform the Commission by mid-June of their intentions in this regard, so that a first discussion may already take place at the conciliation meeting of the Council's first reading. The next steps of the conciliation procedure provided for in Part C will also apply, as well as the provisions on implementability mentioned in
Point 36 of this Agreement.
Furthermore, the institutions agree to limit the total amount of appropriations for pilot schemes to EUR 40 million
in any budget year. They also agree to limit to EUR 50 million the total amount of appropriations for new preparatory actions in any budget year, and to EUR 100 million the total amount of appropriations actually committed for
preparatory actions.
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ANNEX III
Classification of expenditure

HEADING 1

Sustainable growth

1A

Competitiveness for growth and employment

Non-compulsory expenditure (NCE)

1B

Cohesion for growth and employment

NCE

HEADING 2

Preservation and management of natural resources

NCE

Except:
— Expenditure of the common agricultural policy concerning
market measures and direct aids, including market measures for
fisheries and fisheries agreements concluded with third parties

Compulsory expenditure
(CE)

HEADING 3

Citizenship, freedom, security and justice

NCE

3A

Freedom, Security and Justice

NCE

3B

Citizenship

NCE

HEADING 4

EU as a global player

NCE

Except:

HEADING 5

— Expenditure resulting from international agreements which the
European Union concluded with third parties

CE

— Contributions to international organisations or institutions

CE

— Contributions provisioning the loan guarantee fund

CE

Administration

NCE

Except:

HEADING 6

— Pensions and severance grants

CE

— Allowances and miscellaneous contributions on termination of
service

CE

— Legal expenses

CE

— Damages

CE

Compensations

CE
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ANNEX IV
Financing of expenditure deriving from fisheries agreements

A. Expenditure relating to fisheries agreements is financed by two items belonging to the ‘fisheries’ policy area (by reference to the activity based budget nomenclature):
(a) international fisheries agreements (11 03 01);
(b) contributions to international organisations (11 03 02).
All the amounts relating to agreements and protocols which are in force on 1 January of the year in question will be
entered under heading 11 03 01. Amounts relating to all new or renewable agreements which come into force after
1 January of the year in question will be assigned to heading 40 02 41 02 — Reserves/Differentiated appropriations
(compulsory expenditure).
B. In the conciliation procedure provided for in Annex II, Part C, the European Parliament and the Council will seek to
agree on the amount to be entered in the budget headings and in the reserve on the basis of the proposal made by
the Commission.
C. The Commission undertakes to keep the European Parliament regularly informed about the preparation and conduct
of the negotiations, including the budgetary implications.
In the course of the legislative process relating to fisheries agreements, the institutions undertake to make every
effort to ensure that all procedures are carried out as quickly as possible.
If appropriations relating to fisheries agreements (including the reserve) prove insufficient, the Commission will
provide the budgetary authority with the necessary information for an exchange of views in the form of a trilogue,
possibly simplified, on the causes of the situation, and on the measures which might be adopted under established
procedures. Where necessary, the Commission will propose appropriate measures.
Each quarter the Commission will present to the budgetary authority detailed information about the implementation
of agreements in force and financial forecasts for the remainder of the year.
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DECLARATIONS

1. DECLARATION OF THE COMMISSION ON THE ASSESSMENT OF THE FUNCTIONING OF THE INTERINSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT

In relation to Point 7 of the Interinstitutional Agreement, the Commission will prepare a report on the
functioning of the Interinstitutional Agreement by the end of 2009 accompanied, if necessary, by relevant proposals.
2. DECLARATION ON POINT 27 OF THE INTERINSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT

Within the framework of the annual budgetary procedure, the Commission will inform the budgetary
authority of the amount available for the Flexibility Instrument referred to in Point 27 of the Interinstitutional Agreement.
Any decision to mobilise the Flexibility Instrument for an amount exceeding EUR 200 million will
imply a carry-forward decision.
3. DECLARATION ON THE REVIEW OF THE FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK

1. In accordance with the conclusions of the European Council, the Commission has been invited to
undertake a full, wide-ranging review covering all aspects of EU spending, including the Common
Agricultural Policy, and of resources, including the United Kingdom rebate, and to report in
2008/2009. That review should be accompanied by an assessment of the functioning of the Interinstitutional Agreement. The European Parliament will be associated with the review at all stages of
the procedure on the basis of the following provisions:
— during the examination phase following the presentation of the review by the Commission, it
will be ensured that appropriate discussions take place with the European Parliament on the
basis of the normal political dialogue between the institutions and that the positions of the
European Parliament are duly taken into account,
— in accordance with its conclusions of December 2005, the European Council ‘can take decisions
on all the subjects covered by the review’. The European Parliament will be part of any formal
follow-up steps, in accordance with the relevant procedures and in full respect of its established
rights.
2. The Commission undertakes, as part of the process of consultation and reflection leading up to the
establishment of the review, to draw on the in-depth exchange of views it will conduct with European Parliament when analysing the situation. The Commission also takes note of the European
Parliament's intention to call for a conference involving the European Parliament and the national
parliaments to review the own-resources system. It will consider the outcome of any such conference as a contribution in the framework of that consultation process. It is understood that the
Commission's proposals will be put forward entirely under its own responsibility.
4. DECLARATION ON DEMOCRATIC SCRUTINY AND COHERENCE OF EXTERNAL ACTIONS

The European Parliament, the Council and the Commission acknowledge the need for rationalisation
of the various instruments for external actions. They agree that such rationalisation of instruments,
while enhancing the coherence and the responsiveness of European Union action, should not affect
the powers of either the legislative authority –notably in its political control of strategic choices — or
the budgetary authority. The text of the relevant regulations should reflect those principles and include
where appropriate the necessary policy content and an indicative breakdown of resources and, where
necessary, a review clause aiming at evaluating the implementation of the regulation, after three years
at the latest.
Under the basic legislative acts adopted under the codecision procedure, the Commission will systematically inform and consult the European Parliament and the Council by sending draft country, regional
and thematic strategy papers.
Where the Council decides on the transition of potential candidates to pre-accession status during the
period covered by the Interinstitutional Agreement, the Commission will revise and communicate to
the European Parliament and the Council an indicative multi-annual framework according to Article 4
of the Regulation establishing an Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA) to take account of the
expenditure requirements resulting from such a transition.
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The Commission will provide in the preliminary draft budget a nomenclature which ensures the prerogatives of the budgetary authority for external actions.

5. DECLARATION OF THE COMMISSION ON THE DEMOCRATIC SCRUTINY AND COHERENCE OF EXTERNAL
ACTIONS

The Commission undertakes to enter into a regular dialogue with the European Parliament on the
content of the draft country, regional and thematic strategy papers and to take due account of the
position of the European Parliament when implementing the strategies.
That dialogue will include a discussion on the transition of potential candidates to pre-accession status
during the period covered by the Interinstitutional Agreement.

6. DECLARATION ON THE REVISION OF THE FINANCIAL REGULATION

Within the framework of the revision of the Financial Regulation the institutions commit themselves
to improve implementation of the budget and increase the visibility and the benefit of Community
funding towards the citizens without calling in question the progress achieved in the 2002 recasting
of the Financial Regulation. They will also seek, as far as possible, during the final stage of the negotiations on the revision of the Financial Regulation and its Implementing Rules, the right balance
between the protection of financial interests, the principle of proportionality of administrative costs,
and user-friendly procedures.
The revision of the Financial Regulation will be carried out on the basis of a modified proposal from
the Commission in accordance with the conciliation procedure established by the Joint Declaration of
the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission of 4 March 1975, in the spirit which
enabled agreement in 2002. The institutions will also seek close and constructive interinstitutional
cooperation for the swift adoption of the Implementing Rules in order to simplify procedures for
funding whilst ensuring a high level of protection of the Community's financial interests.
The European Parliament and the Council are firmly committed to concluding the negotiations on the
Financial Regulation so as to allow its entry into force, if possible, on 1 January 2007.

7. DECLARATION OF THE COMMISSION ON THE REVISION OF THE FINANCIAL REGULATION

Within the framework of revision of the Financial Regulation, the Commission commits itself:
— to inform the European Parliament and the Council if, in a proposal for a legal act, it considers it
necessary to depart from the provisions of the Financial Regulation, and to state the specific
reasons for it;
— to ensure that regular legislative impact assessments, having due regard to the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, are conducted on important legislative proposals and any substantive
amendments thereof.

8. DECLARATION ON NEW FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

The European Parliament and the Council invite the Commission and the European Investment Bank
(EIB), in their respective spheres of competence, to make proposals:
— in accordance with the conclusions of the European Council of December 2005, to increase the
EIB's capacity for research and development loans and guarantees up to EUR 10 billion in the
period 2007-2013, with an EIB contribution of up to EUR 1 billion from reserves for risk-sharing
financing;
— to reinforce the instruments in favour of Trans-European Networks (TENs) and Small and Mediumsized Enterprises up to an approximate amount of loans and guarantees of EUR 20 billion and
EUR 30 billion, respectively, with an EIB contribution of up to EUR 0,5 billion from reserves
(TENs) and up to EUR 1 billion (Competitiveness and Innovation) respectively.
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9. DECLARATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ON VOLUNTARY MODULATION

The European Parliament takes note of the conclusions of the European Council of December 2005
concerning voluntary modulation from market-related expenditure and direct payments of the
Common Agricultural Policy to rural development up to a maximum of 20 % and the reductions for
market-related expenditure. When the modalities of this modulation are laid down in the relevant legal
acts, the European Parliament will evaluate the feasibility of these provisions in respect of EU principles, such as competition rules and others; the European Parliament currently reserves its position on
the outcome of the procedure. It considers it would be useful to assess the issue of co-financing of
agriculture in the context of the 2008-09 review.
10. DECLARATION OF THE COMMISSION ON VOLUNTARY MODULATION

The Commission takes note of Point 62 of the conclusions of the European Council of December
2005 whereby Member States may transfer additional sums from market-related expenditure and
direct payments of the Common Agricultural Policy to Rural Development up to a maximum of 20 %
of the amounts that accrue to them from market-related expenditure and direct payments.
When laying down the modalities of this modulation in the relevant legal acts, the Commission will
endeavour to make voluntary modulation possible whilst making all efforts to ensure that such a
mechanism reflects as closely as possible the basic rules governing the rural development policy.
11. DECLARATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ON NATURA 2000

The European Parliament expresses its concern about the conclusions of the European Council of
December 2005 relating to the reduction of the market-related expenditure and direct payments of the
Common Agricultural Policy and its consequences on Community co-financing of Natura 2000. It
invites the Commission to evaluate the consequences of these provisions before making new proposals. It considers that appropriate priority should be given to the integration of Natura 2000 in Structural Funds and Rural Development. As part of the legislative authority, it currently reserves it position
on the outcome of the procedure.
12. DECLARATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ON PRIVATE CO-FINANCING AND VAT FOR COHESION
FOR GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT

The European Parliament takes note of the conclusion of the European Council of December 2005 on
the application of the N+3 automatic decommitment rule on a transitional basis; the European Parliament invites the Commission, when the latter lays down in the relevant legal acts the modalities for
the application of this rule, to ensure common rules for private co-financing and VAT for cohesion for
growth and employment.
13. DECLARATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ON FINANCING THE AREA OF FREEDOM, SECURITY AND
JUSTICE

The European Parliament considers that when presenting the preliminary draft budget the Commission
should give a careful estimate of planned activities for Freedom, Security and Justice, and that the
financing of these activities should be discussed in the framework of the procedures provided for in
Annex II to the Interinstitutional Agreement.
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COMMISSION

Euro exchange rates (1)
13 June 2006
(2006/C 139/02)
1 euro =
Currency

Exchange rate

USD

US dollar

1,2571

JPY

Japanese yen

DKK

Danish krone

7,4544

GBP

Pound sterling

SEK

Currency

Exchange rate

SIT

Slovenian tolar

SKK

Slovak koruna

TRY

Turkish lira

2,0260

0,68335

AUD

Australian dollar

1,6970

Swedish krona

9,2553

CAD

Canadian dollar

1,3905

CHF

Swiss franc

1,5517

HKD

Hong Kong dollar

9,7590

ISK

Iceland króna

NZD

New Zealand dollar

2,0254

NOK

Norwegian krone

7,8080

BGN

Bulgarian lev

1,9558

SGD

Singapore dollar

2,0066

CYP

Cyprus pound

0,5750

KRW

South Korean won

CZK

Czech koruna

ZAR

South African rand

EEK

Estonian kroon

CNY

Chinese yuan renminbi

HUF

Hungarian forint

HRK

Croatian kuna

LTL

Lithuanian litas

3,4528

IDR

Indonesian rupiah
Malaysian ringgit

144,14

94,19

28,333
15,6466
270,73

239,64
38,100

1 208,89
8,6083
10,0668
7,2582
11 936,16

LVL

Latvian lats

0,6961

MYR

MTL

Maltese lira

0,4293

PHP

Philippine peso

67,029

Russian rouble

34,0650

Thai baht

48,438

PLN

Polish zloty

4,0340

RUB

RON

Romanian leu

3,5379

THB

(1) Source: reference exchange rate published by the ECB.

4,632
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Authorisation for State aid pursuant to Articles 87 and 88 of the EC Treaty
Cases where the Commission raises no objections
(2006/C 139/03)
Date of adoption of the decision: 3.3.2006

Date of adoption of the decision: 14.3.2006

Member State: Italy (Campania)

Member State: France

Aid No: N 77/2006

Aid No: N 105/06

Title: Assistance in farming areas affected by natural disasters
(frosts during the period 31 January to 8 March 2005 in the
province of Salerno).

Title: Extension: Aid for the sector of perfume extraction,
aromatic and medicinal plants

Objective: To compensate for damage to agricultural production as a result of bad weather.

Objective: Prolongation of the aid for the sector of perfume
extraction, aromatic and medicinal plants for 5 years with an
increase of the budget

Legal basis: Decreto legislativo n. 102/2004
Budget: See the approved scheme (NN 54/A/04).
Aid intensity or amount: Up to 100 %
Duration: Until the final payment is made.
Other details: Measure applying the scheme approved by the
Commission under State aid NN 54/A/2004 (Commission letter
C(2005)1622 final, dated 7 June 2005).
The authentic text(s) of the decision, from which all confidential information has been removed, can be found at:
http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/

Date of adoption of the decision: 14.3.2006
Member State: United Kingdom

Legal basis: Code Rural legislative part, Articles L 621-1 to
621-11
Budget: Increase of the budget: EUR 250 000 (EUR 50 000
per year)
Aid intensity or amount: Up to 100 %
Duration: Prolongation for 5 years until 2011
The authentic text(s) of the decision, from which all confidential information has been removed, can be found at http:
http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/

Date of adoption of the decision: 14.3.2006
Member State: The Czech Republic

Aid No: N 88/2006

Aid No: N 111/2005

Title: Compulsory Breeding Programme for TSE Resistance in
Sheep

Title: Aid granted by the Wine Fund

Objective: To establish a compulsory breeding programme for
TSE resistance in sheep through genotyping and removal of
those rams carrying the VRQ allele
Legal basis: Not yet completed. The Sheep Genotyping Regulations 2006 should come into force in April 2006
Budget: GBP 53,1 million (EUR 77,8 million)
Aid intensity or amount: Up to 100 %
Duration: April 2006 to April 2011.
The authentic text(s) of the decision, from which all confidential information has been removed, can be found at:
http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/

Objective: Aid to encourage the production and marketing of
quality wines, provision of technical support regarding the
dissemination of information on viticulture and wine-making
and advertising of wines produced in line with Articles 54 to
58 of Regulation (EC) No 1493/1999 on the common organisation of the market in wine
Legal basis:
— Zákon č. 321/2004 Sb., o vinohradnictví a vinařství
a o změně některých souvisejících zákonů, Sbírka
zákonů, 2004, č. 105, 28. 5. 2004
— Návrh vyhlášky, kterou se stanoví podmínky, kritéria,
způsob a další podrobnosti týkající se podpory poskytované
Vinařským fondem
Budget: Annual budget: 70 000 000 CZK (approximately
EUR 2,3 million)
Aid intensity or amount: Variable
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Duration: Unlimited

Date of adoption of the decision: 8.3.2006

The authentic text(s) of the decision, from which all confidential information has been removed, can be found at:

Member State: The Czech Republic

http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/

Title: National Eradication Program on Infective Beef Rhinotraheitis (IBR)

Aid No: N 427/2005

Objective: Aid for combating animal diseases
Date of adoption of the decision: 27.2.2006
Member State: Portugal
Aid No: N 291/2005
Title: Credit line for animal feed.

Legal basis: Zákon č. 252/2004 Sb., o zemědělství;
Zákon č. 166/1999 o veterinární péči, Národní ozdravovací
program od infekční rinotracheitidy skotu v České
republice
Budget: Total budget: 458 000 000 CZK (approximately EUR
16 131 000)

Objective: To compensate owners of extensive cattle, sheep
and goat farms and beekeepers in the assistance areas of the
Agricultural Regional Directorates of Tras-os-Montes, Beira
Interior e Oeste and Alentejo e Algarve who have suffered
damage on account of the drought experienced by Portugal
since November 2004

Annually:

Legal basis: Projecto de decreto-lei relativo à aprovação de
uma linha de crédito para alimentação animal.

2009 — CZK 69 000 000

Budget: EUR 2,25 million

2011 — CZK 55 000 000

Aid intensity or amount: Maximum 4,5 %.

2012 — CZK 27 000 000

Duration: Until the end of 2006.

Aid intensity or amount: 50 %

The authentic text(s) of the decision, from which all confidential information has been removed, can be found at:

Duration: 2006-2012

http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/

2006 — CZK 112 000 000
2007 — CZK 63 000 000
2008 — CZK 62 000 000
2010 — CZK 70 000 000

The authentic text(s) of the decision, from which all confidential information has been removed, can be found at:
http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/
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Time limit for objection for registrations pursuant to Article 7 of Council Regulation (EC) No 510/
2006 of 20 March 2006 on the protection of geographical indications and designations of origin
for agricultural products and foodstuffs (1)
(2006/C 139/04)
Third countries and natural or legal persons having a legitimate interest, established or resident in a third
country, may object to the applications pursuant to Article 7 of the abovementioned Regulation directly to
the Commission. For this purpose, the period of time referred to in Article 7(1) of Council Regulation (EC)
No 510/2006 starts on the day of publication of the present notice for the following applications:
OJ reference

Baena

C 321, 1.12.2003, p. 49.

Miel de Galicia o Mel de Galicia

C 30, 5.2.2005, p. 16.

Salame Cremona

C 126, 25.5.2005, p. 14.

Sardegna

C 224, 3.9.2005, p. 7.

Huile d'olive de Nîmes

C 225, 14.9.2005, p. 3.

Huile d'olive de Corse ou Oliu di Corsica

C 233, 22.9.2005, p. 9.

Pataca de Galicia o Patata de Galicia

C 240, 30.9.2005, p. 28.

Clémentine de Corse

C 240, 30.9.2005, p. 32.

Carota dell'altopiano del Fucino

C 240, 30.9.2005, p. 23.

Stelvio o Stilfser

C 251, 11.10.2005, p. 20.

Poniente de Granada

C 274, 5.11.2005, p. 10.

Azeitona de Elvas e Campo Maior

C 288, 19.11.2005, p. 5.

Limone Femminello del Gargano

C 314, 10.12.2005, p. 5.

Gata Hurdes

C 320, 15.12.2005, p. 2.

Chouriça de Carne de Barroso-Montalegre

C 323, 20.12.2005, p. 2.

Agneau de Sisteron

C 323, 20.12.2005, p. 16.

Chouriço de Abóbora de Barroso-Montalegre

C 329, 24.12.2005, p. 10.

Patatas de Prades

C 331, 28.12.2005, p. 2.

Sangueira de Barroso-Montalegre

C 334, 30.12.2005, p. 59.

Geraardsbergse Mattentaart

C 3, 6.1.2006, p. 9.

Batata de Tras-os-montes

C 3, 6.1.2006, p. 6.

Isle of Man Manx Loaghtan Lamb

C 3, 6.1.2006, p. 3.

Salpicão de Barroso-Montalegre

C 30, 7.2.2006, p. 6.

Mantequilla de Soria

C 32, 8.2.2006, p. 2.

Alheira de Barroso-Montalegre

C 32, 8.2.2006, p. 8.

Cordeiro de Barroso o Anho de Barroso o Cordeiro de
leite de Barroso

C 32, 8.2.2006, p. 11.

(1) OJ L 93, 31.3.2006, p. 12.
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Time limit for objection for registrations pursuant to Article 9 of Council Regulation (EC) No
509/2006 of 20 March 2006 on agricultural products and foodstuffs as traditional specialities
guaranteed (1)
(2006/C 139/05)
Third countries and natural or legal persons having a legitimate interest, established or resident in a third
country, may object to the applications pursuant to Article 9 of the abovementioned Regulation directly to
the Commission. For this purpose, the period of time referred to in Article 9(1) of Council Regulation (EC)
No 509/2006 starts on the day of publication of the present notice for the following application:
OJ reference

Boerenkaas

(1) OJ L 93, 31.3.2006, p. 1.

C 316, 13.12.2005, p. 16.
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List of international control and supervisory agencies (hereafter referred to as ‘supervisory agencies’) approved by the Member States under Annex VI to Commission Regulation (EC) No 800/
1999 of 15 April 1999
(This list replaces the list published in Official Journal of the European Communities C 215 of 2 September 2005,
page 4)
(2006/C 139/06)
1. GENERAL

Under Article 16(1)(b) and (2)(c) of Commission Regulation (EEC) No 800/1999 (1), supervisory agencies
approved by the Member States, are authorised to issue certificates certifying the unloading and importation of agricultural products qualifying for export refunds in third countries or, at least, their arrival at
destination in third countries.
Furthermore, supervisory agencies approved and controlled by a Member State in accordance with Articles
16(a) to 16(f) of Regulation (EC) No 800/1999 or an official agency of the Member State shall be responsible for carrying out checks provided for in Article 3 of Commission Regulation (EC) No 639/2003
(granting requirements of export refunds related to the welfare of live bovine animals during transport).
The Member States are responsible for approving and monitoring these supervisory agencies.
Approval of a supervisory agency by one Member State is valid in all Member States. This means that certificates issued by approved supervisory agencies may be used throughout the Community, irrespective of
the Member State in which the agency issuing the certificate is based.
For the information of Community exporters of agricultural products, the Commission periodically
publishes a list of all the supervisory agencies approved by the Member States. The attached list was
updated on 1 April 2006.
2. NOTICE

The Commission draws the attention of exporters to the following:
— The fact that a particular supervisory agency appears on the list does not automatically guarantee that
certificates issued by that agency are acceptable. Additional documentary evidence may be required. It
may also become apparent later that certificates issued are inaccurate.
— Agencies may be taken off the list at any time. Before settling on a particular agency, exporters are
accordingly advised to check with the national authorities (cfr Annex X of Regulation (EC) No
800/1999) that it is still approved.
— Exporters can obtain further information on any agency from the national authority which approved it.

(1) OJ L 102, 17.4.1999, p. 11. Regulation as last amended by Regulation (EC) No 671/2004 (OJ L 105, 14.4.2004, p.
5).
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ANNEX
List of supervisory agencies approved by the Member States
DENMARK
Baltic Control Ltd Århus (1)
Sindalsvej 42 B
P.O. Box 2199
DK-8240 Risskov
Tel: +45 86 21 62 11
Fax: +45 86 21 62 55
baltic@balticcontrol.com
period of approval: 21.7.2005 until 20.7.2008

GERMANY
IPC Hormann GmbH (1)
Independent Product-Controlling
Ernst-August-Straße 10
D-29664 Walsrode
Tel: +49 5161 60 39 0
Fax: +49 5161 60 39 101
ipc@ipc-hormann.com
Period of approval: 1.4.2006 until 31.3.2009
Argos Control
Warenprüfung GmbH
Gustav-Meyer-Allee 26 A
D-13355 Berlin
Tel.: + 49 30 283 05 73-0
Fax: + 49 30 283 05 73-16
Allgemein@argoscontrol.de
Period of approval: 1.6.2005 until 31.5.2008
Schutter Deutschland GmbH
Speicherstadt- Block T
Alter Wandrahm 12
D-20457 Hamburg
Tel.:+49 40 30 97 66 0
Fax: +49 40 32 14 86
igebhh@t-online.de
Period of approval: 1.1.2006 until 31.12.2008

SPAIN
SGS Espaňola de Control S.A. (1)
C/Trespaderne, 29
Edificio Barajas I
(Bo del Aeropuerto)
E-28042 Madrid
Tel: +34 91 313 80 00
Fax: +34 91 313 80 80
www.sgs.es
e-mail: david.perez@sgs.com
period of approval: 6.5.2005 until 5.5.2008
BSI Inspectorate Española, SA (1)
C/Estrecho de Mesina, 13
E-28043 Madrid
Tel: +34 91 597 22 72
Fax: +34 91 597 46 06
www.bsi-global.com/inspectorate
e-mail: fcampillay@bsi-inspectorate.es
period of approval: 23.5.2005 until 22.5.2008
(1) This firm has also been approved to carry out checks in third countries under Regulation (EC) No 639/2003 (welfare of live bovine
animals during transport).
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FRANCE
SGS AGRI MIN
191, Avenue Aristide-Briand
F-94 237 Cachan cedex
Tel: 332 32 18 81 00
Fax: 33 2 32 128 81 20
Sgs.rouen.agridiv@sgs.com
period of approval: 6.10.2004 until 6.10.2007
SICEA INTERNATIONAL
Anse Aubran
Avenue Gérard Baudet
F-13 110 Port de Bouc
Tel: 33 4 42 35 04 60
Fax: 33 4 42 40 09 64
sicea.intl@wanadoo.fr
period of approval: 6.10.2004 until 6.10.2007

ITALY
SOCIETÀ SGS ITALIA Spa
Sede legale: Via Gasparre Gozzi 1/A
I-20129 Milano
Tel.: + 39 02 73 931
Fax: + 39 02 70 12 46 30
www.sgs.com
period of approval: 14.3.2005 until 13.3.2008
SOCIETÀ VIGLIENZONE ADRIATICA Spa
Sede legale: Via Varese n. 20
I-20121 Milano
Filiale: C.ne Piazza d'Armi, 130
I-48100 Ravenna
Tel.: + 39 0544 422242
Fax: + 39 0544 590765
controlli@viglienzone.it
period of approval: 14.2.2006 until 13.2.2009
SOCIETÀ BOSSI&C. — TRANSITI Spa
Via D. Fiasella, n. 1
I-16121 Genova
Tel.: + 39 010 5716-1
Fax: + 39 010 582346
surveyor@bossi-transiti.it
period of approval: 15.6.2004 until 14.6.2007

THE NETHERLANDS
CONTROL UNION NEDERLAND (1)
Jufferstraat, 9-15
Postbus 22074
3003 DB Rotterdam
Nederland
Tel: +31 10 282 33 90
Fax: +31 10 412 39 67
netherlands@controlunion.com
period of approval: 1.11.2005 until 31.10.2008
SAYBOLT INTERNATIONAL B.V.
P.O. Box 151
3000 AD Rotterdam
Nederland
Tel: +31 10 4609911
Fax: +31 10 4353600
www.saybolt.com
period of approval: 1.2.2004 until 31.1.2007
(1) This firm has also been approved to carry out checks in third countries under Regulation (EC) No 639/2003 (welfare of live bovine
animals during transport).
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AUSTRIA (1)
Vetcontrol GmbH
Scheifling 7
A- 9300 St. Veit/Glan
Tel.: +43-4212/28875
Fax: +43-4212/288754
office@vetcontrol.at
period of approval: 1.1.2004 until 31.12.2006

POLAND
J.S. Hamilton Poland Ltd. Sp. z o.o.
ul. Świętojańska 134
PL-81-404 Gdynia
tel.: (+48 58) 660-77-20
fax: (+48 58) 600-77-21
www.hamilton.net.pl
period of approval: 3.12.2004 until 3.12.2007
Polcargo International Sp. z o.o.
ul. Henryka Pobożnego 5
PL-70-900 Szczecin
tel.: (+48 91) 434-02-11
fax: (+48 91) 488-20-36
www.polcargo.pl
period of approval: 3.12.2004 until 3.12.2007
SGS Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Bema 83
PL-01-233 Warszawa
tel.: (+48 22) 329-22-22
fax: (+48 22) 329-22-20
www.sgs.pl
period of approval: 3.12.2004 until 3.12.2007

FINLAND
SGS INSPECTION SERVICES OY
Särkiniementie 3
P.O. Box 128
FIN-00211 Helsinki
Tel.: + 358 9 696 35 79
+ 358 9 696 37 01
Fax: + 358 9 692 46 73
Pirjo.alhola@sgs.com
period of approval: 15.3.2005 until 15.3.2008
OY LARS KROGIUS AB (2)
Vilhonvuorenkatu 11 B 10
FIN-00500 Helsinki
Tel.: + 358 9 47 63 63 00
Fax: + 358 9 47 63 63 63
average.finland@krogius.com
www.krogius.com
period of approval: 24.3.2006 until 24.3.2009
(1) This firm has been approved to carry out checks in third countries under Regulation (EC) No 639/2003 (welfare of live bovine
animals during transport).
(2) This firm's authorisation to issue certificates is restricted to a certain number of third countries. Information about the list of countries
concerned can be obtained from the Finnish authorities.
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THE UNITED KINGDOM
CONTROL UNION (Ireland) Ltd
6 Northern Road
Belfast Harbour Estate
Belfast BT3 9AL
Northern Ireland
United Kingdom
Tel.: + 44 2890 74 04 51
Fax: + 44 2890 74 02 72
info@cuireland.com
period of approval: 1.3.2006 until 1.3.2009
ITS Testing Services (UK) Ltd
Caleb Brett House
734 London Road
West Thurrock Grays
Essex RM20 3NL
United Kingdom
Tel.: + 44 1708 680200
Fax: + 44 1708 680250
mstokes@caleb-brett.com
period of approval: 4.4.2004 until 4.4.2007
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Non-opposition to a notified concentration

(Case COMP/M.4148 — Nouveaux Constructeurs/Goldman Sachs Group/Deutsche Bank/Lone Star/
Zapf)
(2006/C 139/07)
(Text with EEA relevance)

On 30 March 2006, the Commission decided not to oppose the above notified concentration and to
declare it compatible with the common market. This decision is based on Article 6(1)(b) of Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004. The full text of the decision is available only in English and will be made public
after it is cleared of any business secrets it may contain. It will be available:
— from the Europa competition web site (http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/mergers/cases/). This
web site provides various facilities to help locate individual merger decisions, including company, case
number, date and sectoral indexes,
— in electronic form on the EUR-Lex website under document number 32006M4148. EUR-Lex is the online access to European law. (http://ec.europa.eu/eur-lex/lex)

Non-opposition to a notified concentration
(Case COMP/M.3344 — Bain Capital/Interfer/Brenntag)
(2006/C 139/08)
(Text with EEA relevance)

On 21 January 2004, the Commission decided not to oppose the above notified concentration and to
declare it compatible with the common market. This decision is based on Article 6(1)(b) of Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004. The full text of the decision is available only in English and will be made public
after it is cleared of any business secrets it may contain. It will be available:
— from the Europa competition web site (http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/mergers/cases/). This
web site provides various facilities to help locate individual merger decisions, including company, case
number, date and sectoral indexes,
— in electronic form on the EUR-Lex website under document number 32004M3344. EUR-Lex is the online access to European law. (http://ec.europa.eu/eur-lex/lex)
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